[Welcome and any introductory comments applicable to the setting in which this
presented.]
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This presentation is one of many technical assistance products developed by
Advocates for Human Potential, Inc. at SAMHSA’s request and in cooperation with a
variety of partners. Additional technical assistance resources for Planning Councils
are referenced at the conclusion of this presentation.
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[Any introductory comments applicable to the setting in which this presented.]
Indicate this PowerPoint may be used in other settings as appropriate for planning
councils or state planner objectives.
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This presentation is designed to orient new council members and provide updated
information to others related to the state planning councils’ scope, purpose, and
requirements.
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For the purposes of this presentation, a brief review of terms can be helpful.
Overall, some terms are used interchangeably in this presentation and can apply in general to
all councils and governmental units to which the federal requirements for planning councils
apply.
Some other terms you will see in the presentation refer to the our federal behavioral health
partner ‐ SAMHSA.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration is a branch of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. It is charged with improving the quality and
availability of prevention, treatment, and rehabilitative services in order to reduce illness,
death, disability, and cost to society resulting from substance abuse and mental illnesses. The
Administrator of SAMHSA reports directly to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services. SAMHSA's headquarters building is located in Rockville, Maryland. –
your federal behavioral health funding partner.
The presentation also discusses two grant programs through which states and jurisdictions
receive some behavioral health funds.
• The Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block grant is referenced for short as the
“substance abuse block grant” or SABG.
• MHBG refers to a counter part of the substance abuse block grant – the mental health
block grant.
If you hear other terms mentioned with which you are unfamiliar, please identify those and
request explanations so you can better understand how they may apply to your work as a
Council member.
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This graphic very simply displays how Planning Councils connect with the federal
block grant programs and behavioral health prevention, treatment, and recovery
environment in your state or jurisdiction.
Note that the arrows go both directions to illustrate the interactive and active roles
Councils play in advising on the use of some federal funds as well as being well
acquainted with the needs of the state.
The council is in a unique role to receive information as well as a provide information
and guidance to the state or jurisdiction.
You may find it helpful to keep this illustration in mind we review the Council’s role
and responsibilities throughout this presentation.
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Although the Council’s role and duties are broader in scope than the federal block
grants, a basic understanding of each major behavioral health block grant will help
you fulfill your duties as a council member.
SAMHSA administers two block grants – one addressing addictions and substance
abuse prevention. The other block grant focuses on mental health and recovery.
Separate federal legislation created each grant.
Specific requirements for each grant continue to be subject to Congressional and
Executive actions.
These are non‐competing grants. The annual amounts of the awards are determined
by the federal budget and then distributed (if states satisfy all requirements) based on
a specific formula.
Involvement of the Planning Council and the opportunities for public feedback are
important components of the annual application and reporting processes.
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Your state or jurisdictional staff should keep you informed throughout the year about
the application process and specific reports that must be submitted to remain in
compliance with block grant requirements. Some Councils utilize specific
committees to assist with the applications and to review reports on behalf of the
Council.
Even if committees are used on behalf of the Council, the entire Council must have
the opportunity to receive complete information about how the state proposes to
use the grants and how the state is meeting the goals and indicators proposed in the
grant application.
Accordingly, the Council is required to comment on the applications and reports and
verify to SAMHSA how the Council has fulfilled its duty to review and comment on
the applications and reports.
• The implementation report is, in effect, an annual progress report on how the
state has addressed priorities and met specific goals articulated in the grant
application.
• The Synar Report is a requirement of the Substance Abuse Block Grant and
documents how the state is meeting goals to limit sales of tobacco to minors.
Failure to meet targets may result in a fiscal penalty.
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The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s (SAMHSA’s) Web
Block Grant Application System (WebBGAS) is another online portal available to
BHPCs. WebBGAS allows members to review and comment on state Block Grant
applications, plans and reports. It is a controlled‐access website, so SMHA leadership
must grant a “citizen’s password” to enable members to access the Block Grant plan
through this site.
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The MHBG also provides funds and assistance to all states and jurisdictions.
These funds assist the state with its infrastructure to provide community based
mental health care and can also directly fund specific types of care.
The MHBG monitors how states address the needs of adults and children with serious
mental health disorders as well as how the mental health system is address the needs
of others impacted by mental health conditions.
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Both the SABG and the MHBG have share some similar features. Each also has unique
aspects.
The substance abuse grant is available to all states, jurisdictions or territories, and the
District of Columbia.
States must propose and then verify how they plan and have utilized the funds to
treat and prevent substance abuse.
The earlier slide briefly discussed the required Synar Amendment reporting.
(Basically, the Synar Amendment was enacted in 1992 to encourage states reduce
underage access to tobacco . Compliance with the Synar Amendment is a Substance
Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SABG) block grant requirement. An important
element of the reporting is the use of compliance checks or random, unannounced
inspections to measure retailer compliance with age restriction regulations for
purchase of tobacco products. Agencies also develop strategies to train retailer
owners and clerks on the tobacco sales laws.)
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While each grant may have some requirements that are unique, both grants share
some common features.
For example, both grants expect that funds be used to serve individuals for whom
other funding is not available.
The Substance Abuse Block Grant for many years has included a set aside to assure
that states utilize a specific portion of the funding for prevention of substance use
disorders.
More recently, the Mental Health Block Grant incorporated a set aside to address
early intervention and first episode onsets of major mental illnesses that present in
transition age youth and young adults.
Both grants also require systematic approaches to monitoring system utilization,
treatment episode data, and outcome statistics. Many states utilize a combined
electronic portals that combines both substance use and mental treatment utilization
and outcome data.
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As referenced earlier, each state and jurisdiction is required to have a state planning
council.
Specifically, the requirements for this are articulated in federal legislation that also
authorize the community mental health block grants.
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Although the technical requirements for the Council are found in the mental health
block grant statutes, SAMHSA has encouraged all states and jurisdictions to utilize the
mental health block grant requirements as a format to create an integrated planning
council to address both mental health and substance abuse system planning and
monitoring.
Many states now refer to the integrated or combined Councils as a Behavioral Health
Planning Council or Behavioral Health Advisory Council.
SAMHSA continues to fund technical assistance activities to support states as they
transition to this new, or integrated, model.
The technical assistance is designed to specifically address the needs of each state as
well as access a variety of resources that document best practices implemented by
councils in other states and jurisdictions.
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The next few slides provide details on Council membership requirements. These are
monitored by SAMHSA to assure compliance with federal law – specifically the
statutes related to the community mental health block grant.
For example, membership requirements articulate required representation from state
agencies, adults with serious mental illness, and family members of adults and
children impacted by serious mental health disorders.
Many Behavioral Health Planning Councils now expand on the intent of the
requirement including adults with mental health disorders and broaden their
membership requirements to persons with lived experiences related to mental health
and/or addictive disorders.
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The statute also describes a ratio or balance in membership to assure that the needs
and interests of those with lived experiences are represented and, in fact, are valued
as major “drivers” in how the council fulfills its duties.
While there is a requirement that staff from specific state agencies are council
members, it is essential to understand that the majority of a council cannot be state
employees or providers of services.
In other words, the expectation is that the majority of the membership should be
persons with lived experiences or family members of such persons.
Further, within the “lived experience category”, states are required to identify the
extent to which parents of children with serious behavioral health disorders are
sufficiently represented on the council.
While a specific numerical standard for the parents category is not articulated,
SAMHSA will monitor to assure that those constituencies are adequately included
and actively involved in decisions made by the Council.
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This slides lists the state agencies identified per se in the federal mental health block
legislation that must be represented on the Council.
SAMHSA has issued guidance that recommends representatives from other agencies
be considered for the Council. Some of these “recommended” entities are reflective
of health care finance and other demographic developments that have evolved since
current block grant requirements were codified in federal law.
If a jurisdiction does not have a specific agency or representative, SAMHSA works
with those jurisdictions to ensure representation to match the intent of the statute.
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Now that the Council membership composition has been clarified, it is helpful to
consider required duties of the Council.
Three duties are listed in the federal requirements that outline the functions and
expectations for council: to review block grant plans, advocate for those in need of
services, and monitor or evaluate how the state or jurisdiction is addressing the need
for behavioral health needs.
Each of these duties will be separately reviewed on slides which follow.
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Each year the state must submit applications to SAMHSA. Those are reviewed for compliance prior to the
state being awarded block grant funds.
Some years the applications are more substantial (e.g. lengthier) because states are required to illustrate a
planning process that culminates in an official plan. Currently, the required plan is based on a two‐year
cycle – but a briefer application must be submitted in the “non block grant plan” years.
Some states submit a combined plan (addressing requirements for both block grants) and some states
submit separate plans for each block grant.
The plans require the state or jurisdiction to methodically identify priorities for the two‐year cycle
supported by specific goals, statistical targets, and the methods to illustrate how the state will achieve those
targets.
States must also make the proposed plans available for broader public comment.
The state must verify how the Council has been involved in a review of the application.
The Council is then required to review the plan and document how it has fulfilled its requirement to review
and comment on the plan.
The documentation is typically in the form of letter, signed by the Chair.
The letter should be substantial enough to articulate
(1)
The extent to which the Council was involved in the preparation of the application;
(2)
When and how the Council reviewed and took official action based on the review of the
plan;
(3)
Specific concerns or attributes about the plan that were identified in the council’s review;
(4)
If the council has recommendations, how those were expressed to the state; and,
(5)
Other comments the council wishes to communicate to SAMHSA.
It is helpful to note, if the council is specifically empowered to approve the plan or authorized to review and
comment on the plan. The authority to approve the plan is state or jurisdiction specific.
Helpful Hints:
•Utilize Block Grant review forms
•Review the previous year’s plan – this may address the common problem of getting the plan at a late date
and not having adequate time to review it (plans don’t change dramatically from year to year)

The next two slides provide suggestions on how the council can fulfill the duty to review
the plan within its on‐going council operations schedule.
It is important for the council to receive training and be familiar with the structure and
requirement of the block grants. State staff or others can provide training to the
Council on the plan. It is recommended that this training be conducted at times other
than when the council is completing is major final review and formal actions relate to its
review of the plan. For example, early in the calendar year could be a good time
conduct this training. Then when the plan is submitted for the council’s review ‐
typically in mid to late summer ‐ members are better aquatinted with the structure and
required contents of the plan.
Subcommittees often work well for Councils to delegate the detailed review and
guidance to the state planner as the plan is developed.
An annual schedule of key tasks related to monitoring the plan could be incorporated
into the Councils calendar. For example, each Council meeting could set aside time (15
or 30 minutes) to review a distinct component of the plan, related data, and key findings
related to that section of the plan.

This screen describes how New Jersey guides members to utilize WebBGAS to review
the drafted plans in detail. During its meetings, New Jersey council also reviews with
members how to access and navigate through the on‐line portal as well as provides
an outline for members to have in hand as a guide when working through the
documents.
The Georgia Council posts a copy of the draft plan on its website, as does the state
behavioral health authority. Council members can review the comments submitted
to the website as it formally reviews the plan during Council meetings.
The Kentucky Department for Behavioral Health, Developmental and Intellectual
Disabilities (DBHDID) hosts a public form one per year the day before a scheduled
council meeting. The Council then has access to the public comments provided
during that forum and utilizes that as it completes its official review of the plan
proposed by the state.
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The duty of a council to serve as an advocate on behalf of those utilizing or in need of
services can be much broader than the duty of technically reviewing and commenting
on the state’s block grant plans.
It is important to note that the council can unify as an advocacy voice to speak where
state or other governmental officials cannot. This may be in the form of official
actions taken by the council or through other less formal activities.
Often this advocacy can be amplified by accessing connections and networks of
others beyond the council membership. This increases the impact of advocacy and
utilizes venues already in place to help expand the reach of the council.
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Here are suggestions to help councils expand awareness regarding approaches to
advocacy on behalf of the council.
Often after educating a group about an important issue, points on which to advocate
will emerge. It is helpful to seize opportunities when vibrant issues surface in a
council meeting, for those to be re‐framed for members in terms of how to address
the concerns – or help the group center on specific aspects around which advocacy
efforts could be formed.
Council leaders should help the council “find its voice” by defining points of
consensus and prioritizing the most important aspects of key issues.
Advocacy can take various forms. The audience toward which the advocacy will be
directed may determine the best approach (or approaches).
Certainly, objective information (data, actual facts and scenarios, etc.) will present
concerns with credibility and power. The phrase: “no stories without data nor data
without stories” comes to mind.
Some councils may be hesitant to advocate with elected officials because of concern
that it could fall under restrictions of lobbying or other regulated activities. Carefully
planning approaches with policy makers (and their staffs) within the framework of
education and information (use real data and reports on desired outcomes) can avoid
concerns about engaging in restricted activities.
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Here are examples of effective advocacy activities reported by some Councils. These
include
• Letters on specific concerns and requests for actions by the Louisiana Council.
• Colorado and North Dakota (and other states) conduct an annual Legislative Day.
• The Marshall Islands radio show is a good example of providing public information,
but also offering a venue to advocate for specific causes.
• A newsletter, such as the one published by the Florida Council, can reach a wide
audience.
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The monitoring and evaluating mandate applies to the entire public behavioral health delivery system – not
just the elements directly funded by block grant dollars.
A variety of activities can help councils meet this requirement.
•

Some councils formerly organize monitoring activities, site visits, and reports on the effectiveness and
satisfaction with specific programs or facilities.

•

Standing agenda items for council meetings, during which presentations are given by organizations to
highlight their contributions to the system as well as report on challenges and concerns about access.

Data are available from a variety of sources that will help councils monitor and review the broader scope of
the services and needs in the state or jurisdiction.
It is important for the council to include information about their monitoring activities in reports to SAMSHA,
such as when the council transmits letters documenting its review of the block grant applications.
State data staff can provide access to a variety of local, state, and national data sets that will help with this
work.

Suggestions to strengthen a council’s approach to monitoring are offered on this slide.
Include council members with specific expertise in evaluation, research, and data
analysis. Regardless of their field, individuals with these skill sets can transfer their
knowledge from their professional or person experience to behavioral health field and
the scope of the council’s concern.
Request the state data staff designate a specific and consistent person to attend council
meetings and operate as an access point when the council requests assistance with
seeking or understanding data.
Councils are encouraged to learn more about their state’s Epidemiology Outcomes
Workgroup. This group can be particularly helpful for the council look at population‐
based data related to prevention, disease management, or trending health issues.

The following states implemented a range of practices to enhance the council’s
monitoring activities.
Councils can conduct surveys that can lead to initiatives that systemically address
concerns. For example, the Tennessee Council focused on conditions in county
jails; Nevada focused on quality of outpatient services. .
A member from the Oklahoma Decision Support Staff attends each council
meeting. This individual also assists the council’s workgroup that works with the
State Planner when block grant applications and reports are being developed.

The previous portions of this presentation summarized the federal requirements for
planning councils.
Information has been included on the duties of the Council, the council membership,
and specific responsibilities related to the federal block grant's.
As a reminder, the Council’s duties (reviewing, advocating, and monitoring) the
broader landscape of behavioral health services in the state as well as specific
functions connected with the states block grant applications and plans.
This slides is repeated from earlier in the presentation as a overview of how the
Council must continually remain involved in a variety of dynamics to help achieve the
mission of the Council and to fulfill these duties.
The bi‐directional arrows are emphasize the continuous and ever‐changing contexts
that impact the council. The arrows also illustrate how the council must support and
address important matters in the broader behavioral health landscape in the state or
jurisdiction.
The council should be continually “tuned in” to factors that impact the quality of
services in the state as well as way it can bring about change to sustain healthy
environments for recovery.
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As just referenced, the council can best fulfill its duties by attending to current and
evolving factors.
Members will want to continually increase their own understandings of public policy,
funding mechanism, health and social services systems, and emerging best practices.
The council leadership (and behavioral health authority staff) are essential in how
they assist the council to be dynamic, flexible, and action oriented.
All of these drivers and demands must be viewed within the context of the council’s
vision and purpose.
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This slide provides examples of policy and practice changes that continue to impact the
changing landscape of care.
Others could be added and more will continue emerge.
Federal policies will be likely continue to evolve and be manifested through the Affordable
Care Act, the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equality Act (MHPAEA), and possible
Medicaid expansions.
Behavioral health care has seen recent and accelerated changes that embrace a “whole
health” approach. Examples of these include
• Behavioral health and primary care integration, including health homes for
priority populations primarily served by mental heath and substance abuse
treatment providers.
• More assertive and robust prevention approaches continue to provide options
and momentum to focus on wellness.
• SAMHSA and the Center for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) initiatives
around Comprehensive Community Behavioral Health Centers will continue to
impact service delivery, financing, and long term health management for
individuals and families impacted by public behavioral health systems.
It is also important to note that service delivery, best practices, and financing structures will
likely be most effective if those are based on principles related to recovery, expansions of
peer services, and resiliency approaches for children, youth, and young adults.
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As a final reminder, key initiatives championed and resourced by SAMHSA embrace
many of the best practice and philosophical approaches referenced in the previous
slide.
Members are encouraged to remain abreast on these and access resources available
from SAMHSA and its programs specifically connected with these topics.
• Prevention of Mental Illness and Substance Abuse
• Trauma and Justice
• Military Families
• Recovery Support
• Health Reform
• Health Information Technology
• Data, Outcomes, and Quality
• Public Awareness and Support
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This slide lists on‐line contacts for members to access for additional information
referenced in the presentation.
State staff and the Council leaders can assist with locating these and other reference
sites.
As reminders, both BHTalk and SAMHSA’s WebBGAS require login ID’s and passwords.
Your state staff can assist with individual Council members gaining access to those
resources.
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This presentation is one of several products that have been available to councils since
2012 as components of the SAMHSA State Technical Assistance Project.
The contact for additional information appears on this screen.
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This presentation is one of several products that have been available to councils since
2012 as components of the SAMHSA State Technical Assistance Project.
The contact for additional information appears on this screen.
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